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The Unexceptional State: 
Rethinking the State in the Nineteenth Century (France, United States) 
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Abstract: In the past thirty years, historians have deeply renewed our understanding of the state in the early republic period of the United States as much more powerful, deep reaching, and proactive than the traditional image represented. In France, too, new work has revised our vision of the state in the early nineteenth century, which looked different from the triumphant, Napoleonic leviathan that often appears in discourse. Yet both historiographies, having evolved separately, still base their conclusion on implicit comparisons, with an imagined “European” state or with a later “modern” state. This article uses the new historiographies on both countries to go beyond those unstated exceptionalisms to propose a reconstruction of the state in that period. Pulling those studies together, and mobilizing insights from one to shed light on the other, it recovers a common repertoire of statecraft that emerged in the revolutionary era. It hinged on fostering consent of key segments of the population and therefore organized the work of the state in mostly nonbureaucratic forms. States in that period reflected a particular enmeshing of public and private forms that needs to be analyzed for itself, especially if we want to understand the specificity of today’s practices.
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The history of the state is alive and well. In the United States, in the past thirty years, a variety of studies have renewed our understanding of the state, at both the federal and state levels. Although these works still have to make their way to mainstream American historiography, they provide us with a better understanding of the way power was distributed, institutionalized, and wielded. In the study of the early republic, a burst of new scholarship has seriously challenged the old assumption that Americans only experienced a small and remote government. The new work argues that the central state (or “general government”) was much stronger than previously assumed and much more interventionist. It “acquired territory through treaty, purchase, annexation, and military conquest. It explored, surveyed, and sold off its acquisitions, turning public lands into private property. It levied taxes. It guaranteed intellectual property through a patent office. For forty crucial years it organized the nation’s monetary and banking system through two consecutive central banks. And it upheld the institution of slavery.” Americans’ experience of state power was not confined to the federal government. States had a pervasive presence in their daily lives, regulating them sometimes invasively and coercively. All in all, nowhere could the United States pass as a “stateless” society.

Cumulatively, this amounts to a major reassessment of early US society. Our understanding of the twentieth-century US government, both scholarly and lay, has relied heavily, if often implicitly, on the assumption that it was built on the foundation of a nineteenth-century society of voluntarism, localism, and a strong civil society that kept a weak government in narrow check.

---


the story goes, a modern state only started emerging during the Progressive Era, when it set to create the bureaucracies that would effectively give it the means of action. Before then, the United States seemed to be but a stunted form of a “state of courts and parties” that was “the great anomaly among Western states.” The new revisionist literature rightfully contests such a view, asserting that “the ‘weak’ American state is . . . a fiction . . . [that] should be rejected.” State institutions—federal and local—did have means to govern that reached deep into civil society from the start, and they hardly refrained from using them. In its first century, “the United States governed differently, but did not necessarily govern less.” These findings cast in a new light the turn toward more bureaucratic forms of governance at the dawn of the twentieth century. Yet they still need to find a wider audience, both scholarly and lay.7

The problem, we suspect, is that they replace one nineteenth-century “anomaly” with another, but do not displace the common sense of what a state is.8 Often this core thinking most closely aligns with what German sociologist Max Weber theorized in the early twentieth century.9 His normative definition of the state was an attempt to make sense of the bureaucratization he was observing, especially in Prussia. His ideal type, thus, emphasized the strength and impersonal character of bureaucracy. This “particular subset of insights,” however, “calcified into a received wisdom about what the state is”: “a weaponized filing cabinet fixed on the rails of ‘progress.’” This remains today a powerful normative view of the state, however implicit. Understandably, recent studies on the nineteenth-century American case question its validity. If indeed state institutions in the United States were both powerful and active, then we need another theoretical apparatus to understand them.10

Yet the assumption that the US state was an anomaly that needs its own theory only reinforces a sense of exceptionalism. It assumes (most often implicitly) that Europe did look close enough to the Weberian image to make it valid there. “Centralization, rationalization, and bureaucratization” were “European and Weberian attributes,” hence the need to “loo[k] at the American state differently—anew—from within rather than from without.”11 And in this story,

---


7 Most textbooks and syntheses written for the larger public, even those authored by professional historians, still ignore this major reinterpretation.


France often figures as the epitome of the Weberian state.\textsuperscript{12} It seems self-evident that the type of central control exercised in the early American state “stood in stark contrast to the kind of unmediated relationship that revolutionary France, for instance, created between citizen and state.” Had not Karl Marx already perceived that the “gigantic broom of the French Revolution [had] cleared the social soil of its last hindrances to the superstructure of the modern state edifice”?\textsuperscript{13}

In fact, the new historiography on France, though less abundant, seriously undermines this view. It paints a state very different from the triumphant Napoleonic leviathan that so often appears in discourse: small Parisian bureaucracies eager to communicate with local elites to access their expertise and foster their consent, and local officials carrying out diverse experiments in the relational building of their authority, with limited means.\textsuperscript{14} This suggests not that a Weberian state could only exist in continental Europe, but that concepts designed to make sense of the reality of the early twentieth century cannot easily account for statecraft in earlier periods.

To fully reconsider the early nineteenth-century state not as prelude to a wholly realized modern state, but as a historical phenomenon for its own sake, we suggest replacing the teleological comparison with a confrontation between contemporaneous experiences of

\textsuperscript{12} This fixation on France probably has to do with the rediscovery of Tocqueville after World War II: Lynn L. Marshall and Seymour Drescher, “American Historians and Tocqueville’s Democracy,” \textit{Journal of American History} 55, no. 3 (1968): 512–32.


statecraft.15 And in this spirit, comparing two cases traditionally viewed as complete opposites—the American and French states—and confronting two historiographies dominated by their own exceptionalism forces us to reassess features that only look specific in a single national framing. Suddenly, what emerges looks less like the essential traits of enduring political cultures and more like patterns of state practice that might be typical of a period and its political economy.16

We believe many pairings could yield such insights. Bringing together the United States and France, which both were undergoing state reconstruction after a revolution, has some benefits, however. When breaking with monarchy, both countries severed the traditional link between a person (the king) and the state, and based legitimacy on popular sovereignty (even if France returned to monarchical regimes afterward). Both proclaimed a radical break with past laws (from the United Kingdom, from the ancien régime). And if this discontinuity was far from complete, the claim itself, and its practical consequences, constitutes an illuminating point of observation. Both experienced institutional transformations and constitutional creations, facing similar questions about citizenship, the rights and liberties it afforded, and participation in the political system. The latter moved, at a commensurate pace, from being based on property to being based on notions of universal male suffrage, making glaring exceptions for slaves and their descendants. In both cases, there was considerable experimentation, suggesting that we consider both states not on a path toward a modern state, but rather as the results of new initiatives, past experience, social demands, and historical practices. These characteristics were not specific to those two countries, but they serve as a good basis for a comparison.

Today, the new historiography is at a stage where we can build on it to explore such experimentations in a new light. We use these new works for their insights, of course. But as they overwhelmingly study the state in a single country, we also use the confrontation of their analyses with one another, and sometimes of their empirical elements, to draw further insights and suggest new directions of research. Our purpose is not to assess the comparative strength and weakness of the US and French states—something many historians of the state agree we need to move away from—nor is it to tease opposing models out of those historical experiences.17 It is, on the contrary, to start mapping out the different forms and patterns of the state in their own historical development. Putting in dialogue historiographies that strangely ignore each other helps us understand state building in the US early republic and in postrevolutionary France in a very different light.

Methodologically, this approach requires remaining agnostic as to what the state should be and do, to stay as far away as possible from any ex ante normative view. As a working definition, we consider the state as the institutions endowed with public authority (i.e., an exercise of the

16 We are most interested in identifying such patterns, and therefore privilege the view of the whole period rather than the changes within the period, although we take them into account.
sovereign power in furtherance of the common good). In actuality, most such institutions were loosely assembled, with boundaries more often blurry than clear-cut. Their daily actions could create spaces of contestations and cooperation, where we can make the most telling observations. It is in those daily actions, the practices of the state—sending letters, selecting staff, chartering corporations, etc.—that we are more interested here. It makes it possible to look past the normative discourses that sprung from the heated constitutional and political debates. Not to dismiss them, of course, but to make sense of them as embedded attempts to shape the state, not descriptions. The focus on practices allows for the kind of reconstruction we are looking for, which will hopefully allow, in the future, to recontextualize an intellectual history of the state.

This focus on practices first, rather than on discourses that often carried exceptionalist undertones, also helps move away from the idea that the United States and France exemplify distinct models of state. On the contrary, we can start mapping patterns from the overlapping, though different, experiences of state in both countries as they emerge from the recent historiography. First, we revisit the old issue of a central state to illuminate how, in both countries, matters of consent (especially of the elites) and the local exercise of power were at the very heart of statecraft. This allows us to question the identification of the state with bureaucracy. In fact, what characterized the state in that period was its heterogeneity, and the wide array of forms and manners to organize and do the work of the state. This leads us to suggest new ways to understand the state as specific methods of enmeshing public and private forms. What has been the conclusion of some of the most recent books should be, we argue, the start of new historical definitions of the state—and new, highly needed, research.

* 

At first glance, one fact, incontrovertibly written in constitutions, makes it very tempting to contrast France and the United States: one country had a unitary state, while the other was a federation. This legal reality has often been explained in terms of national cultures. While the French were heavily invested in their state, Americans would be deeply wedded to keeping their governments close by and in check. Yet this dichotomy was found more in discourses than in the practices of statecraft. In both countries, there were severe practical limits to the power of the central states. But more importantly, statecraft itself was focused on obtaining the consent of the local population, especially elites at the beginning of the period, which left considerable leeway to local variations and autonomy.

Both France and the United States experienced spirited debates about the power of the state and its limits, and in this context we should understand discourses on the state more as political weapons than historical descriptions. Both revolutions had expressed opposition to arbitrary, unaccountable government. In France, the word bureaucratie was popularized precisely to criticize any administrative apparatus prone to abuse. The Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen served as a bulwark against this. As in the American Revolution one decade earlier, the rapid succession of events pushed most to change tactics, improvise, and adapt their thinking on their feet. In both countries, while the first constitutions put a tight leash on the executive branches,

---


19 We do not refer to the philosophical meaning of “praxis” in that our “practices” do not have to be traditional or institutionalized but could be more discrete, isolated actions.
problems arising pushed many to call for a rebalancing of state power—toward the executive, toward a central government. That “revolution in favor of government” took place by less violent means in the newly independent states than in France, but both nations experienced similar debates on the proper role of the state as an expression of popular sovereignty.\(^{20}\)

In the French case, a host of discourses aimed to legitimize the centralized, top-down action of the state. As the political expression of a unified nation, it issued orders that were to be carried out across the country by prefects, while judges had to restrict themselves to “speaking the law,” not interpreting it. Yet this view, however forcefully argued, never went unchallenged. “Ultra” royalists, for instance, dreamed of an organic society with an important role for local communities. Liberals—Alexis de Tocqueville among them—indicted “centralization,” a word that became popular in 1830s politics.\(^ {21}\)

In the American case, the ratification debates charted a wide array of views, from advocating a forceful government with strong means of action to expressing deep concern about the ability of a distant state to coerce citizens. Neither Thomas Jefferson’s nor Andrew Jackson’s tenures at the White House—both anti-central state in discourse, if not always in practice—should obscure the fact that many Americans continued to advocate for a strong, activist central government. More important, maybe, is the fact that Americans more rarely expressed similar distrust for their local governments, which could wield much more coercive power than the central state.\(^ {22}\) Their “police powers”—ranging from eminent domain to prescription of moral behavior, and from the enforcement of slavery to extensive economic intervention and discrimination between Americans—were formidable, yet rarely contested.\(^ {23}\)

To understand those debates, the principles they brandished, and the politics they pursued, it is necessary to revisit the specific contexts that gave rise to them. In a period of political (re)construction in both countries, debates on the state were far from settled. The constitutional arrangements to which they gave birth diverged but remained contested and often got rearranged.\(^ {24}\)

---


With hindsight, it has been too easy to see them as the expression of a dominant political culture. In reality, they remained unsettled because they were recent but also often at odds with the daily routines of the state itself. As soon as particular actions raised political oppositions, it translated into conversations about the legitimacy of the state in its constitutional form.

So a closer look into the practices of the state can potentially tell us a lot about those discourses as well as how we could characterize the state in that period. And those practices, if clearly inflected by their different constitutional arrangements, also had other components. Here the newer historiography in each country can help us tease out those practices and raise transverse questions. In particular, two key features emerge: the local embeddedness of state power and the central concern for fostering consent.

France, a famously unitary state, allowed for important local variations and even experimentations well after the legal unification and rationalization undertaken during the French Revolution. The most infamous case is slavery: after a brief period where the French Antilles were considered départements exactly like those of metropolitan France (1795–1800), the reinstatement of slavery by Napoleon created large legal differences in those territories, even though the French Civil Code was supposed to apply there. Even routine tasks, such as birth registrations or censuses, used different forms in the colonies, thus maintaining status and color boundaries.

Even in metropolitan France, local arrangements also differed enough to qualify the idea of centralization. For example, Lyons saw the birth of conseils de prud’hommes in 1806, at the same time as codes were supposed to make civil and commercial law nationally uniform. These prud’hommes were courts for labor disputes, settling matters of labor relations between workers and masters, such as unpaid wages, broken contracts, and uncompleted work, where the judges were themselves skilled workers and masters elected by their peers. The experimentation was successful enough to be repeated in other places, with important variations. This created an original labor jurisprudence, attuned to local conditions. In Lyons, the prud’hommes and the municipal council actually regulated prices, hence wages, for the silk industry, with the tacit acceptance of prefects, even though price fixing and trade organizations were illegal. It took the July Revolution of 1830 and local worker riots to trigger a clampdown. And yet prud’hommes were so well established that they continued regulating the local industry in other ways. Even in metropolitan France, local arrangements also differed enough to qualify the idea of centralization.

This could shed new light on what was happening at the same time in the United States. There, too, the federal government gave significant autonomy to the local implementation of its own policies by its own agents, even within its uncontested, direct jurisdiction. Customhouses and marine hospitals were administered by local elite members who took local realities and social relations into account as much as their mandate. This led to considerable variations, for instance


in access to the care of marine hospitals, or to the type of credit customshouses would extend to merchants. Even in the 1820s and 1830s, when the Treasury started to enforce tighter, more uniform regulations, those differences never disappeared.26

Thus, local variations were less the sign of the limited power the central government could wield than accepted practice, as the example of the US Post Office suggests. Even when political tensions erupted—when some local communities protested against mail running on the Sabbath, for instance, or Charlestonians blocked the circulation of abolitionist newspapers through the mail—the solutions found all involved negotiations between the national duties of the federal government and local conditions.27

All this points to a practice of state power deeply embedded in local social relations. This suggests that we consider local variations in the implementation of national policies not as a bug but as a feature of the early nineteenth-century state. Of course, tensions arose and played out in highly political contests. Those often showed that the central state rarely had the means to compel unalloyed obedience. More importantly, however, it rarely sought to. The importance of the local was part of statecraft itself, for Napoleon and François Guizot as much as for Alexander Hamilton and Jackson. In France, the invention of the notable (the elite member recognized as such by the administration) was as much a cornerstone of Napoleonic reforms as the creation of the prefect. The latter had extensive leeway in implementing national edicts, in part because he could not impose much without at least local elite acceptance. To be respected, he needed to socialize with the notables as much as embody national authority. Sous-préfets, the next-ranking officers, were deliberately chosen among the local elites so they could advise the rotating prefects. Mayors, though appointed until the 1830s, acted as spokesmen for their communities; they could also regulate the price of bread, a critical exception to economic liberalism and the foundation of a distinctly local, paternalistic legitimacy.28

Local actors were equally crucial in the implementation of national policies in the United States. Merchants were a key group, partly because so much of government revenue depended on customs duties. But this was true more generally. Postmasters were often prominent members of the community, even when Jacksonian politics made them into the recipients of political patronage. In many rural localities they were the only representative of the government, and although they rarely looked like local French notables, they served a similar function of representation, while issuing from, and caring for, their local communities. In port cities, marine hospital doctors, much like customhouse officers, were also prominent members of society, to whom a federal appointment brought income and prestige. They enforced local customs as much as federal regulations.29

This importance of the local elites points to one aim that, in both countries, got incorporated in the very fabric of the state: the manufacturing of consent. Both states were quite new and had to work hard at building and maintaining their legitimacy. One object symbolizes this: the letter. In France, Parisian ministries spent most of their time sending thousands of letters to prefects and local actors—“keep paperwork moving.”30 This flow was to irrigate the nation, metaphorically considered as an organism. More often than orders and regulations, they dispatched requests for information. Prefects devoted a lot of time to monitoring public opinion, with dubious results, but with the explicit aim to make central offices aware of it and have them act accordingly. It was even more true in the intermittent administrations in charge of commerce. With little means, they had to secure the participation of local economic elites to implement anything. Rather than regulations, they aimed to incentivize (through industrial prizes), as well as collect expertise (through advisory bodies) and information that could serve entrepreneurs.31 In this light, the US federal government followed similar patterns. Hamilton had famously hoped for the pomp and circumstance that would impress the population into respect for the government, and obtained little of it.32 Yet, here again,
thousands of letters circulated, a prime technology to manufacture adherence and consent. Congress was a formidable publicity machine, recording and disseminating its debates from the start, subsidizing the circulation of newspapers, and sending material and information to local communities across the country. It also received thousands of petitions—a circulation so important that southerners resorted to a gag rule, igniting a fierce political storm, when an abolitionist campaign kept the slavery issue in front of legislators daily. The administration also relied on this large circulation of letters, such as the Land Office corresponding with its regional bureaus as well as with individual claimants and congressmen. A veritable network of letters created a visible relation between citizens and the branches of government, inflecting policy and its implementation probably as much as elections.33

This direct engagement of citizens with the state, and the local modalities of state practices, suggests that we move beyond a simple vision of statist versus antistatist political cultures. Their revolutions had bequeathed the French and the Americans with sets of idioms. Yet it does not entail that they had a fixed position on the state. If, in France, the crucible of the revolution identified the new state with the nation, there remained powerful discourses advocating strict limits to the exercise of popular sovereignty over individuals. In the United States, fear of distant government never was an undebated issue. Many Americans lobbied for energetic action by their government on various fronts, including internal improvements. Even southerners, the most reluctant to let Washington act for fear it could threaten the institution of slavery, often did not hesitate to use the strong arm of the United States when it benefited them.34

So, politics played a large role in the contests on expanding or curtailing state action. And it is through those politics that states got shaped and reshaped, with mismatching parts sometimes behaving quite differently. Some parts went uncontested, as all seemed to benefit, even if specific policies could be disputed.35 The most salient example was the postal service, which drew strong

---

35Brian Balogh talks of the “uncontested state” in A Government Out of Sight, chap. 6.
support across the board. Other parts of the state drew fire not only at the level of policy but, more forcefully, at the level of legitimacy. The army, especially a standing professional army, was the object of protracted debates: in France, republicans resented the privilege afforded the nobility in the officer ranks (before 1830), and many preferred a national guard supplemented by conscription in case of war. In the United States, a large standing army was also seen as oppressive and unrepbulican, although few objected when it was sent to conquer territories. Though France ended with a much larger army (in a very different geopolitical context), it was not a consensual part of the state. In political economy, too, the state never went unquestioned. In the United States, internal improvements triggered such debates at the level of legitimacy of the federal state. In France, the Ministry of Commerce only existed intermittently precisely because its legitimacy remained shaky.

To buttress their legitimacy, states drew from a repertoire that was familiar on both sides of the Atlantic. Invisibility was part of it. Keeping out of sight was one of the strategies deployed by the US government to minimize resistance to some of its policies and actions. Basing revenues mostly on customs, for instance, was seen as a good way to discreetly finance central authority, because the direct burden was borne by a limited number of citizens in a limited number of places. The French state also tried to minimize visibility to help consent in fiscal policy. For example, property taxes were defined on the basis of publicly available information, such as the number of doors and windows, because they could be assessed from the outside, without any intrusive inspection of people’s homes. Rumors of a new tax based on furniture or clothes, which would have led tax collectors to inspect the households, fueled a revolt.

Sometimes, however, even bureaucratization (a more visible form of state) was part of the repertoire of tools used to foster consent—when it was seen as a solution to existing contestations or corruption. This is what happened in France under Napoleon, when establishing administrations with clear rules was seen as the path away from clientelism, ostensibly displaying impartiality, foreseeability, and self-restraint. In the United States, also, it sometimes happened: the State of New York built the Erie Canal directly, instead of chartering a private corporation, for precisely this reason.

---

The action and power of the state, which was being reshaped after a revolution both in France and in the United States, was thus the result of fierce contests about its boundaries. Those did not oppose unified, totalizing visions of what the state ought to be, but took the form of piecemeal negotiations. Some areas of the state settled early while others kept being hotly debated. The politics of state building, coupled with the local rootedness of state action, explain in large part the results of many experimental, pragmatic decisions. Conflicting political demands, local embeddedness, and the need to constantly buttress legitimacy all shaped the endeavors of the states in the early nineteenth century, and the institutional forms they took.

The classic account of the US state as a weak state had been predicated on the quasi-absence of bureaucracy as we now know it. That also was the basis of the pervasive opposition to the French case. The recent historiography has broken this equation between bureaucracy and strength. There was indeed, at the turn of the twentieth century, a definite evolution toward the construction of such bureaucracies in Western countries. This does not imply, however, that bureaucracy should be the model against which historical realities need to be measured. Examining the cases of France and the United States together is a good way to dispel this perspective. And once we discard the notion that shunning bureaucracy was the expression of a peculiarly American antistatism, we can start to consider heterogeneity and experimentalism as fairly typical of statecraft in that period. Full-fledged bureaucracies existed, but they were small and clustered in specific areas of the state. More generally, the work of the state was not done by full-time state employees (there were few) but in a variety of statuses and arrangements. It is on that variety that we would like to insist here.

This is not to say that there was no bureaucracy in the early nineteenth century. Indeed, the administrative reforms spawned by the Enlightenment partly aimed at what was conceived as a more rational, efficient form of state action. Maybe the most spectacular example is the grands corps who served the French state. The corps des Ponts et Chaussées, created in 1716 to manage the strategic roads of the realm, is paradigmatic: a small cadre of two hundred or three hundred officers, recruited through a difficult entry exam, with well laid-out career scales and obligations, internal hierarchy and procedures, and a capacity for initiative. In comparative treatments of internal improvements, they are often heralded as the quintessence of the bureaucratic, autocratic French state.

“Administration et Öffentlichkeit”; Jerry L. Mashaw, Creating the Administrative Constitution: The Lost One Hundred Years of American Administrative Law (New Haven, CT, 2012); Brian Phillips Murphy, Building the Empire State: Political Economy in the Early Republic (Philadelphia, PA, 2015). This new form in turn bred its own problems of corruption and fed a backlash.


42 The phrase sciences de gouvernement was coined to this effect in 1792, with rapid success. Olivier Ihl, Martine Kaluszynski, and Gilles Pollet, eds., Les sciences de gouvernement (Paris, 2003).

43 Frank Dobbin, Forging Industrial Policy: The United States, Britain, and France in the Railway Age (Cambridge, UK, 1994); Graber, Paris a besoin d’eau, chap. 3.
There was professional prestige, and indeed power, in those *grands corps*. Other groups of French high-ranking civil servants lobbied to be reorganized in the same way. Interestingly, the US Army Corps of Engineers was explicitly created in 1802 with its French counterpart as its basis. It recruited its officers from the graduates of a professional school created by the state for the state: West Point (based on the French military academy École Polytechnique). That the spearhead of state administrative construction was so linked to the military in both countries opens a host of questions on the relation between imperialism and state building. Public works, and especially roads, canals, and later railroads, were seen both in France and the United States as essential means to unify and administer the national territory, to bind a diverse country together.  

The *corps des Ponts et Chaussées* and the US Army Corps of Engineers constitute a good example of the circulation of institution building. The Founders, although wary of European states, were keen on importing what they saw as good features in them. In this instance, French engineers, including Pierre Charles L’Enfant (who designed the city of Washington), were instrumental in the (halted, disputed) creation of the US Army Corps of Engineers, and its adaptation to the American political and institutional context.  

Yet neither in France nor in the United States was this highly bureaucratic form considered as the only, nor systematically the best, way to organize state action. What is most telling, in fact, is how little it represented the norm. If the hallmarks of a bureaucracy are a structured civil service, with set procedures for hiring, career scales, specific expertise, and precisely defined tasks, then it mostly did not exist in either country. Hiring was often done through acquaintance, nepotism, or clientelism. The starkest form of this is the American spoils system that became more widespread during Jackson’s presidency. In France, there was no overhaul after each election, yet politics factored in civil service. Judges, for instance, were famously victims of purges when regimes changed. In both countries, most appointments were the result of previous acquaintance, even in the limited sectors where exams were instituted: in the 1850s in the United States for clerks in some technical central offices; before 1850 in France for a few specific positions in the fiscal administration, the telegraph, and roadworks. Not until the last third of the nineteenth century would serious efforts be pursued to reform the civil service, separate the administration from party politics, and organize careers along professional standards, with competitive examination as the preferred mode of hiring. Both countries followed similar chronologies here, even though the content and workings of such reforms varied.

---


Beyond the differences and similarities between the two state apparatuses, what is striking is the heterogeneity of arrangements within each system. The organization of administrative offices was highly fluid. When the *Almanach* in France and the *Federal Register* in the United States published the list of state officers, they seemingly depicted a rational, hierarchical structure. But perusing them edition after edition shows that many offices came and went, beyond the core structure involving diplomacy, the army and navy, and finances. The *Almanach* and the *Federal Register* show that most of the administration was not thought of in terms of anonymous bureaucratic entities performing the will of the state like cogs of a machine. Both were lists of names. Only the officers commissioned or appointed to complete the functions of government were thus listed, as well as their main deputies. How they went about doing their jobs, and how many anonymous small hands they needed to hire to help them do it, was part of their prerogatives. Tellingly, neither publication was concerned with the number of people doing the state’s work. Counting these people would only become possible with the kind of bureaucratic apparatus that did not appear before the end of the century.

This explains why it is so difficult for historians to get figures—a sign that this was not much of an issue for contemporaries. Yet the size of the early nineteenth-century US state has been used as an argument for its exceptionalism, as it was supposedly so small compared to European powers. There is no systematic statistical study, however, to buttress such a claim. Neither is there for France. And the available sources are indirect at best, and biased. Despite their limitations, it is worth trying to use those sources to get a rough idea of how many people worked for the state in both countries, less to settle what John Murrin called the “midget versus leviathan” contest than to evaluate the presence of the state in the lives of inhabitants. The 1840s are the earliest when we can reasonably reconstruct such figures in comparative perspective.


47 Pioneering research on these sources includes Bruno Delmas, Dominique Margairaz, and Denise Ogilvie, eds., “De l’ancien régime à l’empire: Mutations de l’état, avatars des archives,” *Bibliothèque de l’École des chartes* 166, no. 1 (2008); Edling, “‘A Mongrel Kind of Government.’”


49 On John Murrin’s characterization of the US state as a “midget” and the problems with the claim, see Jeffrey L. Pasley, “Midget on Horseback,” *Commonplace* 9, no. 1 (2008), http://commonplace.online/article/midget-on-horseback/.

50 For the nineteenth-century US, historians can only use the *Federal Register*, which only included the federal state and which underrepresented how many people did invisible work in Washington, DC, or elsewhere. This is the source in John Joseph Wallis, “Government Finance and Employment,” chapter Ea, in *Historical Statistics of the United States, Earliest Times to the Present: Millennial Edition*, ed. Susan B. Carter and Richard Sutch, 5 vols. (Cambridge, UK, 2006), 5:3–140; Edling, “‘A Mongrel Kind of Government.’” For France, reformers produced numbers in the 1890s, but they had an agenda (trim down the state). Victor Turquan, whose numbers we use here, compiled his estimates for the 1840s mostly from budgets, not lists of persons, and deliberately excluded workers, servants, and soldiers. Victor Turquan, *Essai de
For the central state, some domains were present on both sides on similar footing. Diplomats, for example, numbered 400 for France and 200 for the United States—commensurate figures at a time when France had a population twice as large as the United States. Postmasters were ubiquitous, maybe the best distributed state presence: 19,000 in France and 14,000 in the United States, a higher ratio to cover a much larger territory. On the army and navy side, France had around 35,000 men in service, but by 1837 the United States had 23,000, catching up very fast after the War of 1812. Although both countries had different empires, there is little doubt imperialism had a major role here. Much more significant, it seems, was the difference in the personnel dealing with state finances: the French Ministry of Finance had a staff of 52,000 in 1846, compared to the 1,500 officers in the 1837 US Treasury Department. This looks like the army of tax oppression many Americans seemed to fear and many French representatives kept moaning about—over the years, between 1825 and 1914, they would manage to halve that number. Yet the retrospective reconstruction of the French numbers from budgets meant it encompassed much more personnel that can be inferred from nominal lists in the US case. The seemingly evident gap also obscures the fact that, on the American side, federal figures show nothing about the numbers of state tax collectors (who were more numerous).51

This is an important point. Federalism made the US state different from the French state in important ways, but it also obscures to historians the importance of state presence for Americans, and thus artificially bolstered the claim of exceptionalism. The 160 or so federal judges seemed no match for the 11,000 French judges, but of course most courts belonged to the states, while in France the largest part was made of justices of the peace, who were only part time and appointed from local elites. Similarly, while France counted 40,000 teachers, most were schoolteachers mandated by law but hired and paid by municipalities: their numbers showing up in the retrospective statistics did not say more than not showing in American statistics. In terms of division of authority and distribution of power, federalism was a tangible reality. In terms of what states did and how they did it, and of their general presence in people’s lives, it hides more than it explains. All levels of government thus need to be taken into account.

Finally, there were domains where the French state intervened while the US federal state did not. France had a Ministry of Agriculture with some 4,000 staff (but almost no desk job at all), while the United States would only create one in 1862. More strikingly, the French state subsidized four “recognized religions”: Catholic priests, Lutheran and Calvinist ministers, and later Jewish rabbis, were salaried by the state, who confirmed their nomination, and the Almanach listed their highest ranks.52 This total of 40,000 clergymen stood in stark contrast with the disestablishment that ruled in the United States (except in a few states).53

recensement des employés et fonctionnaires de l’état, suivi d’une statistique des pensions de l’état (Paris, 1899), 4–11; Ruiz, “Trop de fonctionnaires?,” 125–55. This makes comparisons tricky. Recognizing all this, all numbers are rounded.


53 Disestablishment was the constitutional rule at the federal level, but several states practiced church support or even had religious requirements for public office. For the example of
What to make of such numbers? First, that opposing the American and French states on the basis of aggregate numbers (18,000 versus 145,000 civilians around 1840) tells us very little. The frugality of central offices in Washington, all the more manifest that the city itself did not yet exist, did not mean it worked differently in that respect: if 5 percent of federal employees were actually in the capital, only 2.5 percent of French state employees worked in central ministries. If the pomp and circumstance was ostensibly shunned in the United States, it was more a matter of republican image than bureaucratic weakness. Secondly, discussing difficulties in comparing numbers makes it apparent that there was a wide variety of people working for the state. Among them, only part of those we would today consider state agents were counted, and some who were look nothing like our current conception of bureaucrats. It is this insight, equally true for France and the United States, that should lead us, we believe, to attempt a reconceptualization of the state that is historically meaningful for the nineteenth century.

In France, only high- and middle-ranking state employees were called fonctionnaires; they had no common legal status, although they had been gradually defined by specific duties and rights. Meanwhile, the mere clerks (employés) came and went, without censuses, exams, or precise career prospects. These were sometimes unpaid jobs used to get a recommendation for a higher position afterward. The American state had similar practices, even though historians have made little note of it. The Federal Register overlooked a mass of transitory workers, and only passing remarks give us clues of the existence of “extra clerks” hired temporarily when the need arose.

More interestingly still, the Federal Register listed other people who did work for the state without being employees. Members of the board of the Bank of the United States, a chartered private institution, and elected members of Congress appeared alongside clerks of the Treasury, ambassadors, and officers of the navy. The same is true in the French Almanach, which included the Bank of France (a private corporation) and members of Parliament. This strongly suggests that there was no separate category of state employees with a hard-and-fast definition, but a wide range of people doing the work of the state in many capacities. For example, a good deal of the

Massachusetts, see Johann N. Neem, Creating a Nation of Joiners: Democracy and Civil Society in Early National Massachusetts (Cambridge, MA, 2008).

54 Balogh, A Government Out of Sight, 152; James Sterling Young, The Washington Community, 1800–1828 (New York, 1966); Jeff Dickey, Empire of Mud: The Secret History of Washington, DC (Guilford, CT, 2014). In France, the midsized city of Grenoble alone had more employees than the prefect of the département (who had a staff of twenty). This world of local employees has rarely been studied because of the assumption of a strong, centralized bureaucracy: Marie-Cécile Thoral, “Naissance d’une classe sociale: Les fonctionnaires de bureau, du Consulat à la Monarchie de Juillet; Le cas de l’Isère,” Revue d’histoire du XIXe siècle, no. 32 (2006): 93–110.

55 Le Bihan, Au service de l’état; US Secretary of State, A Register of Officers and Agents, Civil, Military, and Naval, in the Service of the United States, of the Thirtieth Day of September, 1817; Together with the Names, Force, and Condition, of All the Ships and Vessels Belonging to the United States, and When and Where Built (Washington, DC, 1818), 3. White mentions them in The Jacksonians, 396. This invisible temporary workforce was even more prevalent at the state level. See Massachusetts Office of the Secretary of State and John A. Bolles, List of Officers: With Their Deputies, &c., Who Have Been in Commission, in Massachusetts, since 1833 (Boston, 1843), 17: “The service of the extra Clerks has been rendered by a very large number of individuals employed for brief periods, and during the pressure of occasion labors.”
communication of the US federal government was performed by congressmen, who used the franking privilege to send the many documents compiled and printed by the state to their constituents. Very often, representatives and senators hired their own clerks to do this job, out of their compensation as elected officials. Postmasters, who were remunerated by the commission, also paid their own clerks. In the few lucrative post offices, they bought and sold their positions. In the vast majority of cases the post office supplemented other activities, such as keeping a store or a tavern, or running a newspaper.56

Such practices blur the line we so easily take for granted today between state work and private business. At all levels of government, many people doing state work were not salaried but paid by fees. They ran the gamut from court clerks filing official documents for a fee (performing a purely administrative task) to pilots ushering vessels in and out of Boston harbor (performing a regulated business). Some, such as a number of Massachusetts temporary commissioners, “received no pecuniary return for their services.” France also had salaried bureaucrats (such as prefects) as well as agents remunerated by fees (such as bailiffs, the very agents of legitimate state violence), and unpaid, voluntary officers (such as the elected judges in the labor and commercial courts).57

Those who acted as part of or on behalf of the state and those who were paid by the state were overlapping but distinct groups. This wide array of work arrangements points to the pragmatism and experimentalism of state building in that period. This is all the more striking as it was a time when strong normative discourses strove to separate the public from the private. A structured bureaucracy was but one possible organization. Once we start to see this heterogeneity of form as a feature rather than the product of exceptionalism, new ways to historically conceptualize the state open up. The social history briefly sketched here forces us to reckon with the deep imbrication of the public and the private in the organization of state action. And approaching together the French and American states allows us to start acknowledging how typical it was to deeply enmesh public authority in what we consider today as private arrangements.

* 

In practice, there is no self-evident separation between the public and the private.58 At the heart of both revolutions were redefinitions of legitimate power that hinged on new understandings of public and private, and especially the depatrimonialization of public office.59 Those political changes were important and had a considerable impact on the ways the state worked. Even institutions inherited from the eighteenth century were redefined by the shifting line between what

56 John, Spreading the News, 121–26; Barreyre, “Administration et franchise.”
57 Nicholas R. Parrillo, Against the Profit Motive: The Salary Revolution in American Government, 1780–1940 (New Haven, CT, 2013); Massachusetts Office of the Secretary of State and Bolles, Massachusetts List of Officers, iv; Claire Lemercier, “Un modèle français de jugement des pairs: Les tribunaux de commerce, 1790–1880” (unpublished manuscript for Lemercier’s habilitation à diriger des recherches, Université de Paris 8, 2012).
58 Timothy Mitchell proposed to take the distinction between state and society seriously, but to radically historicize it: “producing and maintaining the distinction between state and society is itself a mechanism that generates resources of power.” Mitchell, “The Limits of the State,” 90.
was considered public and what was considered private—a political debate that was ongoing in the nineteenth century.

This did not mean, however, that the state henceforth eschewed working through private means. Such a “pattern of government by indirection and delegation” has long been heralded as “a nationally distinctive style of American legal statecraft that stretches back to the founding and beyond.” Yet it is also easily found elsewhere, even in nineteenth-century France, where a growing body of scholarship has identified diverse and influential “intermediary bodies”—Tocqueville notwithstanding. Let us build on this insight: enmeshing the public and the private was, in fact, typical of the state in that period—not the product of national models but of a shared political economy. If this is true, how can we characterize the ways the state did its work then, and what does it mean for our historical perspective on the state?

As we have seen, state building only rarely involved setting up bureaucracies staffed with salaried civil servants. The other ways of setting up rules and processes to deal with public matters involved tapping private capacities for the public good, by delegating tasks or conferring authority to individuals, groups, or institutions. State action thus often implied the circulation of money, persons, legal capacity, and legitimacy across the boundary between the state and civil society, in the areas where such a boundary was recognized. The result was sometimes called public, sometimes private: a difference that is worth investigating in its own right. There are two ways to help characterize the state in that period: First, the state did not deal with all parts of civil society equally. In other words, the enmeshing of public and private differentiated between groups. Second, there emerged a privileged repertoire of ways the work of the state could enmesh the public and the private.

The first point aims to specify what the private comprised when we talk about the work of the state. It is not indifferent to know from which part of civil society the state borrowed capacity. The US state has been associational for a long time, well before the twentieth century. But in doing so, public authorities chose between groups or organizations they recognized, and others they did not. Voluntary associations were more easily created and less often victims of police repression than in France, but state legislatures systematically discriminated against Catholic churches, labor unions, and antislavery groups (even in northern states); they rewrote the statuses of chartered women’s associations to limit the role of married women. Fewer associations were officially recognized in France, but similarly, those had charitable aims and boards drawn from local and

---


Like the vote, which gave a political voice only to a privileged part of the population (gradually extended to most of the white male citizenry, but only them, by the end of the period), state work also privileged some segments of the population over others.

The second point relates to the manner a boundary between the state and society was drawn or not when public authority was concerned. In the current historiography, we can find three main cases: when the state ostensibly withdrew, seemingly leaving civil society to its own devices; when it endowed an organization, such as a company or association, with public authority, stating its general goal and establishing some controls over it, but relinquishing day-to-day monitoring; and when it ostensibly tapped private resources in the public interest, for example by appointing individual merchants or philanthropists to official committees. Those cases had practical consequences, but they also influenced the way state action was labeled private or public, and thus made more or less visible.

Household government is the most representative instance of the first case. Michel Foucault already remarked that the state defined the boundaries of its own power when it codified the power of the head of the household on its other members. Doing so clearly separated the private from the public, restricting its own reach. For all their different legal cultures, both systems of government relied heavily on a powerful paterfamilias. US states famously made him responsible for the property and welfare of the whole family, with his wife, children, and dependents (including slaves) under his personal jurisdiction. The French Civil Code gave him extensive duties and powers, and the courts deferred to him in domestic affairs, including slaves in the colonies. France’s first law on child labor, in 1841, was very much delayed and diluted so as not to interfere with the rights of fathers. It was a far cry from the liberal view of the face-off between the individual citizen and the state—something that only took more legal meaning in the second half of the century. Here we find a solid boundary, with the state deferring to the paterfamilias’s authority, thus excluding itself from affairs of the household. In fact, the power of the paterfamilias was historically an explicit alternative to institution building.

Of those institutions being built, many were organizations where representatives of specific parts of society enjoyed some state authority and were supposed to work for the common good.


64 The few precise scholarly discussions of these cases use the German concept of regulierte Selbstregulierung. On Germany and France, see Peter Collin and Sabine Rudischhauser, “Autorégulation régulée: Analyses historiques de structures de régulations hybrides,” trans.
Some of these organizations (e.g., chartered companies) were still considered as private, as part of the civil society, even if they had been conferred some privileged rights, including self-government. Other chartered organizations (e.g., advisory committees) were regarded as public. Yet the distinction, though it had some practical consequences, was more symbolic than essential.

Chambers of commerce are a case in point. American chambers were deemed private since their creation in the late eighteenth century, even though they were inspired by their European counterparts, generally considered public. They strove to be granted charters, however. For the New York chamber, this status meant prestige and more regulatory powers over the harbor. Even though it held meetings in coffeehouses, it tried to establish a publicly funded commercial court. A charter gave rights, but also distinction within civil society. In a sense, it would be apposite to describe such status as spanning the private-public divide. Meanwhile, the lighting and heating for the French chambers’ meetings were paid for by local taxes, and prefects were their nominal presidents from 1802 to 1832. In this respect, they were clearly more public than their American counterparts, even though all their members were elected businessmen. This restricted their autonomy: as mere advisory committees inside the administration (and even though many chambers managed customs houses and harbors), they could not, for example, buy buildings in their collective name. Decades of complaints and proposals about this lack of legal personhood led to the granting of the public utility (utilité publique) status to the French chambers: it allowed them to own property in their names, as chartered associations did.

From a functional point of view, American and French chambers of commerce essentially did the same thing: they provided a place for merchants to meet, to lobby the local and occasionally national governments, and to offer services to fellow merchants. It is important to recognize this similarity in practices. In both countries, merchants gained power and status while the state obtained relatively cheap information and could exhibit respect for (an extremely specific part of) civil society. Yet legally and symbolically, chambers were presented very differently. American states ostensibly did nothing more than grant collective organizations the right to exist in exchange for specific commitments to act in the public good, as stated in their charters. In France, the state created a new public organization. But instead of hiring civil servants to run it, it used amateur volunteers—persons who did work for the state without being paid for it.

Scholars of postrevolutionary France present the expansion of advisory committees and other instances of amateur volunteers invited to perform official functions as a consequence of something specifically French: the ban on guilds, business associations, and trade unions, which extended from 1791 to 1884, and the general defiance against political associations. Officials


66 The phrase “amateur volunteer” actually comes from Frank Dobbin, who coined it to characterize the US state. Dobbin, *Forging Industrial Policy*, 32. Tellingly, however, it captures quite well one of the main findings of the recent French historiography.
considered it necessary to use the individual expertise of some members of the elite, but ostensibly refused to encourage, or even recognize, interest groups. It resulted in a pattern of bits of civil society inside the state. Conversely, historians of the United States tend to underline that “so much [was] arranged outside the state.” The charter is seen here as a quintessentially American legal device that allowed for public recognition of private collective bodies, such as churches, towns, universities, and chambers of commerce, made “bodies politic” and endowed with a “regulatory character”—even though courts imposed limits to their private governance over their members.

We need more political histories on the reasons for such differences in ostensible preferences. However important, they should not obscure that the state was being built by continuously mobilizing parts of civil society in a variety of configurations we can find in both countries—and mapping these configurations is a promising research avenue.

Amateur volunteers were not a French specialty, and charters were not unique to the United States. Administration in the early nineteenth century was often performed by persons who were not state employees. The states and the federal state also borrowed the capacity of individuals without turning them into public servants. For example, justices of the peace (inherited from the English judicial system) still officially decided on thousands of petty cases (mostly small debts). They were lay, elected judges paid only by judicial fees. Representatives of the state—legislators or bureaucrats—conferred on those persons the legitimacy to act for what they defined as the common good. Once the ubiquity of this delegation is recognized, it is possible to investigate who benefited from it: which parts of the population and for what aims. This would complement studies of access to political power based on the extension of suffrage.

Conversely, the charter, so ubiquitous in the United States, was also present in France. Business corporations were routinely chartered in both countries—the main difference being that French charters were mostly granted by the central state (although some were municipal), and US charters were mostly granted by the several states. And as new public services, especially infrastructures of transportation and communication, were developed, charters became a favorite way of organizing them. This did not only apply to railroads and canals: private turnpike bridges still existed, and the Bank of France as well as the two Banks of the United States were private corporations.

---

67 Rosanvallon, The Demands of Liberty.
70 There are almost no studies on nineteenth-century American justices of the peace, but see Laura Edwards, The People and Their Peace: Legal Culture and the Transformation of Inequality in the Post-Revolutionary South (Chapel Hill, NC, 2009).
The revolutions drew different boundaries, however, on the legitimacy of chartered organizations. In France, guild-like associations, such as trade or business unions, were specifically banned. The chartered corporation as a tool in the repertoire of the state, inherited from the ancien régime, was nonetheless frequently used for public utility associations, a category that included hundreds of reputable charitable organizations. In the United States, the use was more widespread, and under political pressure opened up even more. In both countries, this tool, inherited from earlier times, evolved after the revolutions for political reasons: the boundaries of its uses diverged, but the rationale of endowing private organizations with public authority, under public supervision, was shared and made it a central instrument of statecraft.

If we understand household government, charters, and amateur volunteers as common configurations, a shared repertoire used in both countries (and certainly elsewhere), then it becomes important for historians to map out more precisely in which domains they were adopted and for what specific reasons. The current historiography gives us tantalizing clues, especially on public utilities and improvements. For instance, in both countries the post was public, but the status of gas distribution differed from town to town. Debates on public ownership generally ran along the lines of fiscal interest and the protection of (political) order. Political circumstances, more than deep-rooted preference, would thus account for outcomes. In France, issues of public order legitimized the state monopolization of the telegraph, just like the mail, as the rapid diffusion of military or stock exchange information could spread panics or damage public credit. In the United States, a monopoly of the US Postal Service was contemplated for similar reasons, but in the end political circumstances ended with a private, (pseudo-)competitive model.

This is only a first step in identifying a repertoire of configurations of the state that defined the period. This allows us to account for specific instances of organizing the work of the state, as well as a more general painting of the state in each country without resorting to an exceptionalist or a teleological reading. Differences, just like similarities, expressed ongoing political debates and shifting power balance. But on a more general level, it was clear that some hybrid modes of organizing state action were the most prevalent.

What is striking when we consider together the practices of the American and French state systems is that they worked with a common toolbox. The state could not be easily defined as a separate entity from civil society, but was deeply enmeshed in an array of ways with (parts of) society. In both countries, even under autocratic regimes, the states relied heavily on the population, or at
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least a privileged population (white elite men, especially merchants, progressively opening to all white males, though always with different access) for enforcement. Heterogeneous arrangements of statecraft stemmed from the pragmatics of state building. There was no French model clearly opposed to an American model, even though many contemporaries believed it. Even statism and antistatism as discourses only focused on specific parts of state action, whereas others went uncontested. Where debates happened, final decisions did not systematically differ between the two countries; they were rather the product of the local, momentary balance of political forces.

Some patterns, however, seem specific to that period. Afterward, the careers of civil servants would be formalized and the boundaries of their status would become clearer. Merchants would arguably become less prominent among those whose capacities the state borrowed, and public services would somewhat less often be provided by chartered firms and charitable or philanthropic associations. The states would certainly still try to foster the consent of populations, but they would define the relevant population differently and make different choices regarding the invisibility of their actions. All these evolutions should not be construed as moves toward a next stage in state building: what we have described are not imperfect states, but states of a specific political economy, characterized by some historians as an “age of commerce,” with some practical and ideological commonalities.74 Our toolkit for description should be well suited to allow further comparisons between countries and policy domains in our period—comparisons that would not take early twentieth-century Prussia (or an imagined Napoleonic France) as a normative reference.

Such a history is particularly relevant in the context of contemporary neoliberalism. Current hybrid organizations that mix public and private ownership, funding, operation, and management have often been construed as something new, or sometimes newly exported from the United States to other countries. We have shown, on the contrary, that “creating something that looks more private than public [as] a way of avoiding political blockage” and mitigating antistatism is nothing new, nor specifically American.75 Recognizing that it is generally part of modern statecraft is important, but in order to better assess the peculiarities of countries or periods, it is important to specify what private and public means in each case. Neoliberalism is clearly no return to the nineteenth century: its rhetoric of efficiency and cost-benefit calculations was nowhere present at the time, nor were the large bureaucracies of the twenty-first century (be they ostensibly public or private). Yet the neoliberal state would benefit from being seen through the same lenses, by distinguishing which parts of the private actually work with it, and how exactly the private and the public are enmeshed. This is only possible if we move from a study of the state as a single institution, more or less equivalent to the state bureaucracy, to research on statecraft (practices and the accompanying discourses) as specific means of governance.